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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that E is either the space C(T”) or L’(BN), N> 1. It is known 
that E does not admit convergence in norm for Fourier series over squares or 
spheres. On the other hand, it is known that if the kth modulus of continuity 
of a function f E E satisfies the condition 
w,(4 f> = o(l log( -“> as t-0 
in the case of squares (for some k > I), or if N > 2, 
(1) 
a+$, f) = o(tCN- ‘)‘2) as t-0 (2) 
in the case of spheres (for some k > (N - 1)/2), then the Fourier series off 
converges to f in the norm of E. As a special case of a theorem of 
Zhizhiashvili [ 15, 161 one knows that (1) is the best condition onfassuring 
norm convergence of its Fourier series over squares, in the sense that the 
small o cannot be replaced by large 0. 
In this paper we first show that in the same sense (2) is the best possible 
condition on f assuring norm convergence of its Fourier series over spheres. 
In the case of uniform convergence, Il’in (see ] 11) had, amongst other things, 
proved the following weaker result: iffis in the Holder class Ca(TN) for a = 
(N - I)/2 (this implies (2)), then the Fourier series of f over spheres 
converges uniformly tof. Furthermore, the index (N - 1)/2 is sharp. (See ] I ] 
for the definition of C”(TN).) 
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Our method is quite general, and may be used to obtain analogous results 
for the divergence of Fourier series over squares or cylinders, for example. 
Indeed, we are also able to obtain analogous results in the context of 
compact Riemannian symmetric spaces of rank one. One of the tools of our 
proof is an analogue of the classical Bernstein inequality. It will be evident 
from the proof that the restriction to the rank one case is necessary only 
because of the current lack of good estimates for the relevant Lebesgue 
constants. 
2. MULTIPLE FOURIER SERIES 
In this section we generally adopt the notation of [ 121, and use (91 as a 
general reference. We consider spherical partial sums 
S,(f)(x) = K‘ f(m) e2nim’x = (D, *f)(x), 
ImXr 
where 
these sums being extended over {m=(m,,...,m,)EZ”: (m(= 
(m; + ..a + RI;)“* < r}. If E = C(T”‘) or L’(TN) and if s E (0, l,...), we say 
that f E E($) if for each multi-index /I = (pi ,...,pN) E ZT with 
/3, + ... + /3, = s, the partial derivative DDj-exists in the norm sense. We then 
write uk(t, f’“‘) for the sum of the moduli of continuity w,(t, #‘j-) over all 
such /3. 
The letter C denotes a positive constant which may vary from line to line. 
THEOREM A. Assume that N > 2. 
(a) Suppose that f E E and that (for some k > (N - 1)/2) 
co/&, f) = o(t’“- I)‘*) as t-0. 
Then 
D,*f -f inEasr-+co. 
(b) There is a function FEE such that (for all k > (N - 1)/2) 
Wk(f, F) = O(t(“- l)‘* ) as t -+ 0, but D, * F does not converge to F. In fact, F 
can be chosen so thst FE E($’ and w,(t, F’“‘) = O(t(iVP1”2Ps), where s is the 
largest integer < (N - 1)/2. 
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Proof: Babenko (see [ 11 for a proof) has shown that there are constants 
C,, C, > 0 such that 
C,rcNA1)‘* < I(D,(I, < C2r’N-“‘2 for all r > 0. (3) 
The proof of (a) may be obtained in the standard way from the multi- 
dimensional Jackson approximation theorem and the right-hand inequality in 
(3). 
For the proof of (b), first pick a number a > 1 such that C,U’~~-“‘* > C,. 
Since sup(Ij g * fll: f E E, llflj < 1) = /I gj(, for g E L’(T”), we can, for each 
r > 0, pickf, E E with jlf,j/ < 1 and jj(D,, - 0,) *,frjj > Cr’“- I)‘*. Now take 
any 4 in the Schwartz space .Y(R”‘) such that #(l) = 1 if 1 < ItI <Q and 
4(t) = 0 if /<I @ (4, 2~). F or each r > 0 define s, on T” by 
Then Il~A G ll4lL f o 11 ows from the Poisson summation formula. For each 
r > 0 we set g, = f, * s,. It is clear that 
II &I/ G c, 
ll(D,, - D,) * g,Ij > CrcMp I)‘* 
(4) 
(5) 
and 
i%(m) = 0 unless 
r 
2<I~I<2ar. (6) 
Now write 4 = 4u and Gj for g,j. Define F E E by 
it follows from (4) that F is well defined, while from (5) and (6) that 
JI(D,,j - D,j) * FII = ll(D,,j - D,j) * Gjll 4 -jcN- I)‘* > C. 
Thus D, * F does not converge to F in E. 
Now for any multi-index p = @, ,..., p,) E ZT with P, + ... + /3,$, = s, 
where s is defined above, Bernstein’s inequality and (6) show that 
llD4GJ < Cq’s. It follows that FE E (‘I. Now let 0 < t < 1 and let A4 be the 
largest integer such that 9”’ < t - ‘. Using the estimate lJd~(D”Gj)JI < 
c I h 12 $(* t 5) for j < M, which follows from Bernstein’s inequality, and the 
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estimate /]d@4Gj)]l < Cqj’ for j > M, and the fact that 2 + s > (N - 1)/2. 
we see that 
q--i((h’pl)/2-s) 
j10 j-M+1 
< c 142 qM(2tc-(rv-1)/2) + Cq--M((,VV--I)12-S) 
< @v~l’l2LS if ]h] < t. 
Thus co2(t, F”‘) < Ct(“- ‘)“-‘. 
Remarks. (i) If N is even, then s = [(N- 1)/2], and we may replace 
co2(t, F”‘) by w,(t, F”)), still obtaining w,(t, F”‘) = O(t”2). For N odd, so 
that s = (N - 1)/2 - 1, the technique of the proof yields the estimate 
w,(t, F’“‘) = O(t I log t I), so that we must use 02, which satisfies 
w,(t, F’“‘) = O(t). 
(ii) Let us indicate the modifications to the above proof which we can 
make to obtain the analogous result for the divergence of Fourier series over 
squares. The estimate I/D,, - D,]] i > C(log r)” clearly holds for a = 2, D, 
now denoting the Dirichlet kernel C e2nim’x, the sum being over (m = 
Cm , ‘..., m,)EL”: I?zjl< f r or eachj}. The function F is defined by F = 
Cj”=o q-jNGj, where Gj = g, for r = qqi, and q = 4a as before. We obtain the 
estimate co,(t, F) = O(]log tl-") as in the above proof. 
With slight modifications the proof may also be applied to Fourier series 
over “cylinders,” for which D,. is the sum C e2nim’r over {m = 
Cm , ,...’ mN) E LN: (mf + ... + ,i)“2 < r and (mj] < r for j = K + l,..., NJ, 
where 2 <K <N. Then llDrJ, - r@-‘)“(log r)NpK, and we define F = 
cg, G~~-~(K-I)IZ~-(N-K), with G,i as in the proof of the theorem. 
3. COMPACT SYMMETRIC SPACES OF RANK ONE 
A general reference for this section is [4]. 
Let M be a compact Riemannian symmetric space of rank one. We may 
write M= G/K, where G is a compact connected simply connected 
semisimple Lie group and K is a closed subgroup of G. In the usual way, we 
fix a maximal torus T in G and construct the semi-lattice n + of dominant 
weights relative to a choice of !Il’, the set of positive roots relative to T. 
Under the correspondence between /if and the dual object d of G, it is 
known (see, e.g., [ 141) that the representations of G of class 1 correspond to 
the multiples np, n = 0, l,..., of a fixed p En +. 
Let f E E, where E = C(M) or L’(M) = L ‘(M, p), where p is the 
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normalized G-invariant measure on M. We are interested in stating best 
conditions for the norm convergence of the expansions 
f- f f*Zn, 
n=O 
where * is the convolution on L’(M) induced from that on G, and where Z” 
is the zonal harmonic function corresponding to np. These conditions will be 
given in terms of the moduli of continuity ~~(f,f) off, defined by mk(f,f) = 
sup{]]dif]]: d(e, h) < t}. Here d denotes the geodesic distance on G, ]/ ]] the 
norm on E and, for h E G and < E M, 
(d;f)(<) = t (-q-j (J ) f(h -j * 0 
j=O 
We shall also need the quantities ~,Jt,f(~)), defined as follows (see [6]): 
For XE g, the Lie algebra of G, and f E E, we define Xf: M-+ C by 
cxf >w = y; 
f (exp(-W . tl - f 63 
t 3 
provided that the limit exists in the norm of E. We let EcS) denote the set of 
f E E for which Y, Y, ..- Y,f exists for any Y, ,..., Y, E g, and forf E I?(‘) we 
define 
W&f(s))= 2 W/J& Xi,&, * * * &,f ), 
i,,...,i,=l 
where {X, ,..., X,} is a basis of g. 
We need two lemmas, which we state in the context of a compact 
connected simply connected semisimple Lie group G. We denote by d,, and 
xA the dimension and character, respectively, of the representation 
corresponding to A E A ‘. We write ,8 for the weight 4 CnCS + (r and )A) for 
the norm of 1 E A + induced by the Killing form on g. 
LEMMA 1. Let a > 1 and let @ be an infinitely d@erentiable function on 
(0, co) such that @p(x) = 1 ifx E [ 1, a] and Q(x) = 0 ifx @ (i, 2a). For each 
R > 0 let 
Then there is a constant C such that /Is, 11, < C for all R > 0. 
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Proof. It is evident that our function @ satisfies the conditions of 
Thlorkme 1 of Clerc [3]. We may therefore write 
in the notation of [3], and in our case the function w must satisfy a condition 
1 y(r)] < Cr-“-“. We now use the Weyl formula 11 sg II1 = C j, I s,(exp H)I 
I D(exp H)(’ dH, where Q C_ t is a fundamental domain centred at 0, and 
modify the proof of Thkorkme 3 in [3]. The integral over {HE Q: 
IHI < l/R\ is bounded because of the inequality Is,(x)\ < CR”, which 
follows easily from the definition of sR _ When IHI > l/R we consider first 
the integral of the term in (7) corresponding to [ = 0. To bound this we use 
the obvious inequality / CR” (nae$+ a(H)) WV IW Wexp H)I < CR” If-V’ 
(R [HI)-“-“IHI”‘= CR-‘IHI-‘-“. To deal with the remaining terms of (7), 
we notice that there are constants C,, C, > 0 such that C, ICI < JH + [I < 
C, [[I for all HE Q and all non-zero [E t,. Using / ty(r)l < Cr-“, it is 
immediate that the relevant integral is bounded by C Cb+,, (l/l[l”“), 
independent of R. 
In the next lemma we denote by Trig, (G) the linear span of the 
trigonometric polynomials on G corresponding to the weights A E A + with 
1 A + PI < R. For functions f on G and X E g, the function Xf is defined in the 
same way as for functions on M. The authors are indebted here to Michael 
Cowling for the key idea of the proof. 
LEMMA 2 (“Bernstein’s inequality”). If f E Trig,(G), X E g and 
1 < p < co, then Xf exists, is in Trig,(G), and satisfies 
lITI, G C, IIXII R Ilfll, 
for some constant C, > 0. 
Proof: It is easy to see that Xf exists and is in Trig,(G). To derive the 
inequality, we first suppose that X E t, the Lie algebra of T. Let X, ,..., X, E t 
correspond under an isomorphism T z T’ to the usual partial derivatives. If 
now f E Trig,(G), then g = f IT is a linear combination of the characters &, 
of T corresponding to the weights ,D in the saturated hulls of the dominant 
weights A with IA + PI < R. But t&, corresponds to an exponential 
ei(ml’l+ ’ + mJtJ) for integers mj, 1 < j < 1, satisfying 
lmjl = liu(xj)l G liul xjl 
<CIA +PI (see [5, Lemma 13.4 C]) 
< CR. 
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Writing X= a,X, + .a0 + a$,, it follows from the classical Bernstein 
inequality that 
where ]( ]lP denotes the norm in Lp(T) in the preceding line only. 
If ,U is the normalized G-invariant measure on the left coset space G/T and 
if x -+ i denotes the canonical map G + G/T, then applying the above 
calculations to g, : y -+ f(xy), y E T, we have 
= s I ImL)(Y)lp 4) 444 GIT T 
= (CR 1x1 Ilfll,>“~ 
In the case of a general X E g, there is an x, E G and a YE t such that 
X= Ad(x,) Y [4, Theorem V.6.41. Then @‘f)(x) = (Yh)(x;‘x) holds for 
0) =f(xox>- Thus Ilxfllp = II WI, < CR I YI Pllp = CR 1x1 Ilfll,. 
Remark. In the case p = co, the last result was obtained by Ragozin 
[lo] using other methods. 
In the statement of our next theorem, we shall have in mind the well- 
known correspondence between the zonal harmonics Z” and normalized 
Jacobi polynomials REqB = PG74/Pf*B( 1) for suitable a > p > - 4 (see, e.g., 
[2]). We shall exclude the case a = -4, as it corresponds to the case 
M = T’. See [ 131 for general facts about Jacobi polynomials. 
THEOREM B. Let M be a compact symmetric space of rank one and 
dimension d > 2, and let a = (d - 2)/2. 
(a) Iff E ECS) and WZ(t,f(S)) = o(tamSt I”) as t + 0, for sume s > 0, 
then CfZO f * Z”-+ f in E as N-t co. 
(b) On the other hand, there exists a function F E EcS), where s is the 
largest integer < a + 4, which may be chosen zonal, such that w,(t, F”‘) = 
qta-s+ l/2) as t -+ 0, but such that X:=0 F * Z” does not converge to F 
in E. 
ProojI For zonal g E L’(M) we have 
swtllf * gll: f E E and Ilf II Q 1 I 
= II g/l, = sup{Ilf * gll:f E E,f zonal, and Ilf II Q 11. (8) 
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Taking g = D, = Cizo Z”, we have 
IIDrIll=,l, / .i h,qyx) (1 -x)* (1 +x)0 dx, 
PI=0 
1 
where 
A,’ = \’ (R;*4(x))2 (1 -x)~ dx. 
1 
We know [ 7, 1 l] that for suitable C,, C, > 0 we have 
C,r”+“* < llDrlll < CZra+“*. (9) 
Now using Johnen’s Jackson-type theorem [6, Folgerurrg 4.5) and the right- 
hand side of (9), it is clear that (a) holds. 
To prove (b), we pick an integer a such that aat “*C, > C,. In view of (8) 
and (9) we can choose a zonal function f, E E for each r E N such that 
jlf,ll < 1 and Ilf, * (D,,- D,)ll > CP+“*. By Lemma 1 there is for each 
r E N a central function p, on G such that its Fourier transform 6,. satisfies 
fi,(kp) = 1 for r < k < ar and b,(kp) = 0 if k > 2ar or k < r/2, and such that 
Ilt)lill < C. Let g, be the function on M corresponding to p, * x, wherex is 
the function on G corresponding to!,. Then, writing g,(k) for (p, * rr)^ (kp), 
we have 
II %!?,I/ G CT 
II g, * CD,, - D,>ll > oat “‘, 
(10) 
(11) 
and 
i,(k) = 0 if k@ $,2ar 
i I 
(12) 
As in the proof of Theorem A we write q = 4a, G.i = g,/ and define F E E by 
F = c q-j(a t 1i2)Gj. 
jT0 
By (lo), F is well-defined, while (11) and (12) show that 
1jF * (D,,j - D,j)JI = 11 Gj * (Daqj - D,j)lI q-jcai I’*) > C, SO that F * D, does 
not converge to F. Furthermore, F is zonal, since eachf, is zonal and each p, 
is central. By Lemma 2, IIXi,Xi2 . . . Xi,Gjll < Cqj’ holds for any i,,..., i, E 
!s&g 
n}, where {X, ,..., X } is a basis for g. Thus FE Et’) as s < a + I 
Lemma 2 again ani the straightforward inequality lldiflj < IlXfil fti 
h = exp X, we see that Ild&YilXiZ a.. Xi Gj)ll < Cd(e, h)* tits’ *). It follows as 
in the proof of Theorem A that w,(t, Ffs’) = O(ta-sf”2). 
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Remark. (i) If d is even, then we may replace o2 by w,, cf. the first 
remark after Theorem A. 
(ii) Taking as an examp1e.M = SU(2) = SO(4)/SO(3), our theorem 
shows that ~+(f,f) = o(t) is the best possible condition for norm 
convergence of the Fourier series of a function f E C(SU(2)) or L’(SU(2)). 
See [8] for related results. 
(iii) For M as in Theorem B we are able to provide sharp estimates 
for the convolution norm of D, acting on the zonal Lp functions. We can 
thus obtain a theorem about the Lp convergence of the zonal harmonic 
expansions of such functions. This work will appear elsewhere. 
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